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Working Class



 working class

Natan & Mati

they were factory workers, but before
factories were  formed they were pasants or
some other poor people. In factories could
work anyone. Becouse of that many
workless pepole wanted to work in there.
Working class on the begining had no rights.
(Informations about polish working class)



Living in Tampere

 

 
 

Houses were densely populated

One small house could fit a
family of nine

Ida
Most workers were poor



How people lived in
1958

Mary & Mary

-People had old stoves heating the whole house
-They have very old  furniture
-Children most often had wooden toys, because
they were the cheapest
-families lived very poorly



A typical home

Ida

Usually only one room

Only the rich had radios and fancy textiles and fabrics 

Most homes only had one bed and the children 
slept on couches etc.

 Kids played with wooden toys



Typical Finnish home

Roope and Matleena



Tim Raszka

Finland in 1920s

Finland was very poor and new country and one
left recept for succes was good education , but
wasn't money.
Student's families was ofren poor and lived in
bad conditions.

Normal people's house was only one
room only.



School in 1920's
Schooling became mandatory for all children aged 7-15 in 1921, the year that
the law on compulsory education was finally passed. The law was a heavy

burden to poor towns. It wasn’t until the late 1930s when every town had a
school or there was one at least in proximity to it and all children had access

to a nearby school.
  “Kansakoulu” was divided into two parts: first, the students had to complete

two years of “alakansakoulu” and then four years of “yläkansakoulu”.
Starting from the 1920s, schools also had gardens.

  Alongside with other subjects, the curriculum contained lessons 
 

Sára and Nati



Eino, Ruut and Simana

Life as a kid in the work class

The work class was poor and often lived in bad
conditions. Their houses were badly made and

only had one or two rooms so there might
have been 6 people in 1 room. 

Kids often had to go to work at an early age to
provide money for their family. Their houses

were cold, small and dark.



  

Tampere Amuri
Työläismuseokortteli 1958 -

YouTube 

Ida

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R_JaPGOeGhU
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